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1 Corporate Restructuring through Mergers, Acquisitions and Divestments – The experimental dynamics of a northern Swedish industrial district by Gunnar Eliasson and Christer Peterson



Abstract We address the increasingly common problem of radical regional industrial transformation out of old and often neglected industrial structures. We conduct a micro (firm) based study on the macro economy of the Örnsköldsvik industrial district in northern Sweden. The two dominant industries in Örnsköldsvik (once forest industry giant MoDo and sophisticated engineering firm Hägglunds) have been through a sequence of competitive challenges to their existence as autonomous (and Swedish owned) companies. New technology introductions and globalization of production in combination have radically changed their market situation. The adjustment to the new situation has been intermediated through the M&As market, and the competence of stake holders of various origin to do it right has critically affected the outcome. Uncertainty about the nature and scope of opportunities is great and the availability of financial resources has made the transformations of entire industrial districts experimental and failure prone. In this experimental dynamics one actor category with a broader agenda than the traditional private wealth maximizing owner of economic literature can be identified – the stake



2 holder1. We also recognize the traditional judicial ownership concept as never complete (Eliasson & Wihlborg 2003), the control rights always being restricted by outsider interests, for instance those of local politicians. Private owners, furthermore, can also have an agenda that goes beyond maximizing their private wealth, for instance to go down in history as a great industrialist, leaving something for future generations to be grateful for. The interesting feature of the Örnsköldsvik industrial district is its almost complete take over, during the last twenty years or so, of foreign owners. Does this have a particular regional explanation, or reflect something more general and ominous for Swedish industry (Peterson 2001b, Eliasson 2007:269)? In the midst of this M&A dynamics, three odd stake holders are recognized, who out of curiosity, and perhaps a regard for achievements in the past, now about to get lost, have entered to salvage local industrial values. Even though quoting long term value creation , rather than short term profit priorities, two MoDo engineers and the two Kempe Research foundations2 have managed to turn MoRe, the high tech spin off from MoDo, into a commercial success.



1



We have to keep the terminology clear here and distinguish between the judicial concept of ownership and the overlapping concept of stakeholdership. The concept of stakeholder is often thought of as broader than that of ownership (Herrigel 2008). In the early 1980s the concept of a social contract joining a range of interests in a venture was discussed in an academic attempt to codify industrial practice of the past to serve as an ideological blueprint for the future, a practice that in Sweden had increasingly favored the formation of large companies at the expense of new firm establishment and small companies through tax rules, availability of finance etc. in return for a “promise” to protect jobs. Important in this context is that ownership and the right to trade in assets formally owned is never complete, but constrained by a number of exceptions. Ownership therefore appears in more or less weak forms directly related to the economically important concept of tradability of the assets (Eliasson & Wihlborg 2003) involved in the social contract. 2



They are: Stiftelsen JC Kempes Minne founded in 1936 and Stiftelsen Seth M Kempes Minne founded in 1941, (Kempe, 2006).



3 1. Background and the questions raised Sweden occupies a remote corner of Northern Europe. Despite Sweden’s geographical isolation the country has been a prospering partner to the global economy for ages. And geographical distance, neither to the world at large, nor to Stockholm, seems to have been a negative factor for this less populated area of the world. 1.1.



MoDo – the strategic player



In 1904 a sulphite pulp mill was built in Domsjö and ten years later a sulphate mill in Husum, all in the Örnsköldsvik region. Fine quality paper production started in 1950 and in the 1960s several tissue mills were acquired as MoDo established itself in the consumer and hygienic products markets. Expansion was rapid even though uneven. During the second half of the 19th century, and well into the 20th century MoDo experienced rapid growth as it transformed itself from a saw mill to a volume pulp producer and fine (wood free) paper manufacturer, only to settle down on a fluctuating growth path more or less in pace with the average industrial trend of manufacturing from 1950 and on (Eliasson 1980:99ffr)3 . Economies of scale are the core of economic production theory, well known as a concept and therefore easy to articulate as strategies in a convincing way. By the late 1970s MoDo and some other players in the market found themselves squeezed in between two private forest groups, Svenska Cellulosa (SCA) and Wallenberg controlled Stora (now Stora Enso and largely Finnish controlled), and a state operated group, largely composed of the remains of the failed industrial venture of the forest owners´ cooperative movement. In the midst of this structurally unbalanced situation the ambition emerged to form a third private pulp and
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For statistics, see Eliasson (1980:120ff).



4 paper industrial group in Sweden to capture the economies of both volume production and the benefits from knowledge synergies between different product qualities believed to be there. The strategic vision was that only forest industry groups with a complete product range and optimum manufacturing volumes would remain competitive in the future (Peterson 1996:183ff). The architect of the third group strategy, and principal share owner,4 Matts Carlgren arranged financing abroad to initiate a high risk acquisitions program around 1980. The even older paper manufacturer Holmen 5 was brought into the strategic picture. The quality paper maker Iggesund was acquired. The exchange rate crisis 1981/1982, however, soon caused problems when MoDo’s debt escalated in Swedish SEK and the value of Carlgren’s stock, pledged as security to the banks, dropped. The acquisition program was nevertheless continued. MoDo, Iggesund and Holmen merged in 1988. When Holmen acquired Fiskeby in 1986, hygienic products, sack paper and carton board was added to its product portfolio. When MoDo, predominantly in the fine paper market, acquired Holmen the new third private group operated in all six specialties: wood, pulp, paper, sack paper, carton board and household and hygienic products. The risk level, however, increased rapidly as the stock market went into a slump. When Finnish Metsä Serla offered a high price for the household and sanitary products division MoDo sold out in 1989. The entire venture now began to crumble. The financial situation grew more precarious and Swedish banks no longer supported Matts Carlgren, not even, so the story goes ,with the miniscule 10 million SEK said to be lacking on one occasion. In 1991 Carlgren was forced to sell out to SCA, which suddenly found itself in possession of an attractive bloc 4



5



Nephew of Carl Kempe and CEO of MoDo at the time



Founded on an island in Motala Ström (Norrköping) in 1609 as a gun factory, but soon built (in 1633) a water powered hand paper mill.



5 of MoDo A shares and wanted to go on, making MoDo part of SCA, acquiring also the MoDo shares held by the Kempe Foundations. The Foundations however refused to sell, and SCA therefore sold its bloc to the Lundberg Enterprises in 1993, a former Norrköping construction company and large owner of Holmen (Peterson 2001a). 1.2.



Research questions



MoDo is the main actor in our story. But our analytical concern is the consequences of the strategy MoDo has played out for the local Örnsköldsvik economy. When several large companies juggle for position on the basis of different, often simplistic strategic visions of what to do to counter each others´ strategic maneuvering, the local dynamics , very much as we will theoretically argue in the next section that it will be , becomes messy, or experimental and failure prone. The economic health of the entire local economy may even be in peril. We will be prepared for this micro macro analysis after we have framed it theoretically in the next section. To be realistic the theoretical model will have to contain the possibility of a complete collapse of the forest industry as the supporting pillar of the local economy. Fortunately there are other industries in Örnsköldsvik that, if sufficiently industrially vigorous, may fill in where the forest businesses fail. But also the other main industrial actor, engineering firm Hägglunds, has been through dramatic restructuring and ownership change since the 1970s. While the MoDo story is the one of a failed ambition to build a new forest group and perhaps establish a place in Swedish industrial history for its strategist Matts Carlgren, possibly at the expense of shareholder value, the Hägglund story is the opposite. The family firm had expanded too fast and found itself in the early 1970s in a troubled liquidity situation. The owners from the founding family decided to sell out to crass commercial



6 players’ intent on maximizing share owner value. This ownership and stakeholder game is set against the consequences for local long term industrial growth of the economy of the Örnsköldsvik industrial district. Örnsköldsvik is a uniquely diversified small industrial city region in Sweden, and in particular for the north of Sweden. It is in the interest of the inhabitants and politicians of the region that it remains so. So in this sense the private, now mostly foreign owners in the local industry are confronted by strong local interests. The dynamics of that confrontation and its regional macro economic consequences will be worked out within what we call a competence bloc analysis of the dynamics of an experimentally organized economy.



2. Industrial competence bloc formation – theory6 The story of this paper evolves around technology development, new competition, strategic business reorganization and the transformation of old, or formation of new competence blocs to prevent regional economic distress. To understand how requires a theory that brings spontaneous innovative behavior at the micro market level into touch with macro. But the opportunity space of such regional transformation is much too large for any party to the outcome to have more than a fractional overview of the possibilities. Inconsistent decisions muck up market dynamics, economic evaluation of assets becomes hazardous and economic mistakes are made at all levels. Development is messy and unpredictable at the
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This section is a compact version of the Supplement in Eliasson 2010, and of Eliasson & Eliasson 2009.



7 macro level. This is the nature of what we call the Experimentally Organized Economy (EOE)7 of which the competence bloc is a necessary theoretical part that guides the dynamics of resource allocation (Eliasson & Eliasson 1996, 2009). 2.1.



The competitive dynamics of an experimentally organized economy



Our story can be understood in three steps: 1. The nature of economic dynamics in the theory of the EOE 2. The nature of resource allocation in the EOE as represented by the competence bloc, and 3. The spontaneous evolution of attractive regional economies based on particular technologies when the competence blocs are complete and critical mass for endogenous growth has been reached. The theory of EOE is based on the assumption of a very large business opportunities space8, so large that any form of overview from any place by anyone is prevented9. Ignorance rules at the micro level and economic decisions can be seen as more or less well designed business experiments that are tested in competition with other business experiments in markets i.e. in reality. Thus all business experiments enacted will be “more or less wrong” and business mistakes abound (Eliasson & Eliasson 2005).
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The theory of the EOE is a derivative of the Schumpeterian notion of creative destruction. For more, see



Eliasson 1988, 1990, 2009 8



9



Or the state space of the mathematical model defining the domain of in this case business opportunities.



This is in contrast to the standard model of mainstream economics where the state space is for all practical purposes fully transparent.



8 Schumpeterian creative destruction as in Table A illustrates the process of experimental growth of an entire economy. Technology supply occurs through the launching of new products or the establishment of new firms, together representing a competitive push on the economy that forces incumbent firms to reorganize and/or rationalize, or exit. Entering and growing firms will attract the released resources of the economy, and will compete inferior firms down and out in Table A. Since only the most successful business experiments survive, in the long run the economy will grow endogenously.



(Tables A and B in about here)



2.2.



Competitive selection and commercialization competence



The competence bloc of Table B monitors the selection process that feeds into Table A. A competence bloc lists the minimum of actors with (tacit) competences that are needed to create, identify, capture and take winning technologies to industrial scale production and distribution from a wide range of product technologies, expected to appeal to customers, with some measure of success. The competence bloc features three different sets of actors; (1) customers, (2) innovators or technology suppliers and (items 3 through 6) commercializers or resource providers. Customer competence (item 1) plays a central role. In the end, and in the long run there will be no better products supplied in the market than there are customers that understand how to use them and are willing to pay for them. In particularly complex situations the customer and the supplier jointly develop the products, as is often the case in military procurement (Eliasson 2010).



9 Between the innovators or technology suppliers (item 2) and the commercializers you find the important market for innovations where entrepreneurs (item 3) with a eye to the profitability side choose from a broad range of innovative technology supplies. There is no end to the possible creativity potential of innovators. Commercializing agents on the other hand base their competence on learning and experience. Therefore the markets for innovations are characterized by confrontations between the experience based, and rather narrow economic competences of commercializing actors and creative innovators. Financing agents belong to the former. Entrepreneurs attempting to take innovations to market, therefore, fail frequently (Eliasson 2005:72f). Resources are likely not to be provided by industrially ignorant commercializers, and winners will be lost.



Commercialization occurs within hierarchies and/or over markets. When over markets trade in intangible knowledge assets between agents in the competence bloc are needed. For this to be possible and efficient (1) reasonable stability and predictability in the market pricing of assets is needed, and (2) the design of property rights institutions becomes important to establish tradability in such assets (Eliasson & Wihlborg 2003). At this stage other stake holders, such as employees may interfere and prevent a trade that may be commercially desirable. The wrong pricing of knowledge assets furthermore defines an opportunity for the competent actor, but also a great risk for society that the wrong actor acquires the assets at a low price, mismanage them and leave without losing money.



The local supply of industrially competent venture capital (Item 4) defines a critical stage in the commercialization sequence of Table B. However, once a believed to be winner has been identified and been properly dressed up, the venture capitalist will want to exit (Item 5) and introduce the business on the private equity market. Finally, industrialists (Item 6) will enter



10 to take over to build large firms on expected winning technologies. The industrialists are needed to transform incumbent and large companies facing new competition. The entrepreneurs, the industrially competent venture capitalists and the agents of the exit markets are needed to support the formation of new companies to fill in where incumbents fail. None of these specialist competences are necessarily locally present. Even though Sweden prided itself in the 1980s with having excellent large firm business leaders, they therefore did not necessarily have the right competence to transform their firms for the new global production organization and competition emerging rapidly from the mid 1990s.



While the competence bloc allocates resources and defines what kind of production the economy will engage in, once determined, physical manufacturing sets in. In the new globally distributed production organization networks of specialist subcontractors are playing an increasingly important role, making it possible to achieve economies of scale for small specialist companies through the network (networking externalities) and making crude economies of scale increasingly obsolete.



2.3.



Industrial competence bloc formation and endogenous growth



The commercializers and technology suppliers meet in the markets for innovations. Commercialization is an experienced based business art. It determines what is expected to be possible and/ or profitable to achieve. Since experience based competence is more narrowly defined than the creative supplies of innovations there is always a risk that winning technologies will be lost, and especially in the local market where they occur spontaneously (Eliasson 2005:72f). Minimizing the loss of winners (a transactions cost, Eliasson & Eliasson 2005) therefore requires that the competence bloc be vertically complete (the entire sequence from the top and down) and with a broad and varied horizontal



11 representation of each kind of actor, and especially in the areas of new technology. When this has been achieved critical mass has been reached. The competence bloc has become an attractor for new investors that also contribute new technology to the actors of the competence bloc. A spillover generator has been established and growth of the region occurs endogenously. The incidence of business mistakes and the loss of winners are minimized.



However, and critical for our analysis, a competence bloc may be incomplete, being overrepresented on the technology supply side and underrepresented on the commercialization side or vice versa. A vertically complete and horizontally varied (local) competence bloc is needed to capture the technologies and competences required to transfer old structures into new and viable industries. It may be so that the regional economy offers a rich supply of technologies (Innovation item 2) but lacks a local presence of commercializers, and in particular industrially competent financial actors with resources. Such competence biases will generate particularly interesting local experimental dynamics.



3. Large and small scale local entrepreneurship in the Örnsköldsvik economy Originally Örnsköldsvik developed spontaneously around an old market place. From the early 18th century the area around the harbor grew into a city that defined the northern gate into civilized Sweden. The emerging steam technology had replaced direct water power and stimulated the establishment of new saw mills in the early and mid 19th century. MoDo was founded.



12 The early Örnsköldsvik market place attracted skills from all over northern Sweden, and this immigration is believed to be the origin of Örnsköldsvik’s entrepreneurial characteristics. 3.1.



The MoDo story unwinding



MoDo’s attempt at building the third private forest industry was a gigantic entrepreneurial attempt to transform a large part of the local industry. The strategic idea was to gain economies of scale through volume production and the synergies of a complete in house product range. This strategy may have made sense once, but became obsolete as new forms of distributed production based on systems externalities began to be introduced (Peterson 2004). Even with a rational organization, the concept of a “bloc strategy” required enormous financial resources on a sustainable basis to realize. The venture, with its base in Örnsköldsvik, in addition, took place during a period of financial distress. The bloc strategy attempt failed and assets had to be divested. The final outcome was that most of the companies are now foreign owned. So far the foreign owners have, however, opted to stay in Sweden and the Husum pulp factory with integrated paper lines under Finnish management is still not only the largest in Europe, but impossible to move physically. 3.2.



The high tech spin off MoRe



When Finnish M- real took over Modo Paper in 2000, including Husum in Örnsköldsvik, it also acquired its R&D organization. This was a much too large organization to support only M-real, and especially an M-real in trouble without its own pulp production. The very existence of MoDo’s advanced technical research organization was at risk, since its establishment in 1941 being regarded as “the cradle of Swedish chemical industry” (Peterson 2009).



13 Against this background two engineers (Sture Noréus and Sune Wännström), who had occupied leading positions at MoDo ´s research laboratory for years took the initiative to attempt to save what was left of the technology core of the old MoDo. In 2001 MoRe was spun off from MoDo. It was composed of what remained of the advanced original MoDo research laboratory. These two engineers, together with the head of the Kempe Foundations, acted under a long term horizon and a desire to overcome the short term perspectives of the local financial market. Let us call them the stake holders of this industrial transformation who saw other objectives than the pure profit motives of the crass ownership dynamics we have discussed so far. Pulp research was spun off as a separate company (MoRe), while M-real kept research oriented towards paper in an internal technical centre, a not very rational division of work. So M - real also kept a 40 percent share in MoRe. A pulp manufacturer needs to innovate its product quality constantly to stay a leader in its field. The sulphate mill in Husum and the sulphite mill in Domsjö (i. e. old MoDo, now owned by M-real and a Swedish investor group, respectively) made arrangements to have access to MoRe research services for a fixed annual fee. This arrangement, even though successful, was still a compromise between an internal (“proprietary”) and a market based R&D organization that had to service external customers. More and more competent customers were needed for long term market sustainability. But more competent customers meant global reach and new financing capacity was not locally available. So when the Kempe Foundations, chaired by the head of the founding family, were asked to enter as an owner/stake holder, the Kempe Foundations were in practice asked to become a venture capitalist on commercial grounds.



14 This, however, was not only an opportunity for the Kempe Foundations to support exactly what its charter demanded of it, but can also be seen as an opportunity to raise the return of the investment portfolio of the Foundations through raising the risk level of its investments. The latter was not mentioned in the original proposal but since the accepted business plan of MoRe was seen as a rational economic design with good profit prospects, and the company competently staffed, the investment was in line with the original purpose of the foundation. Since the Foundations were not authorized to invest directly in projects, the commercial dimension of the stake in MoRe was there implicitly. The third aspect was that the Kempe Foundations this way could contribute to the local industrial competence development, which was clearly in line with the original charter of the Kempe Foundations. Whichever way we look at the venture the Kempe Foundations engaged in (as an economically motivated part owner, or a more idealistic stake holder guided by the long term interests of the region), what came out in the end has been a commercial success so far (Peterson, 2011). M-real’s temporary stake in MoRe gave MoRe the time needed to establish itself, and when M-real announced that it had to close its technical center, MoRe was ready to take over and establish itself in the engineering consulting market as a complete technology supplier over the entire pulp and paper range of products. From ten external customers, MoRe has now raised its customer base and serves 80 across the world, and the company has been successful ever since. The pulp factory of the future, however, is rapidly evolving into something entirely different; a biorefinery, the business of which is not only to make pulp, but also to exploit the



15 commercial potential of byproducts, and to improve upon the forward links to cellulose and to specialized cellulose products. To succeed in this more complex technology market a broad scientific base that stretches beyond the industrial practice and experience of existing industries is necessary. But such industrial transformations are also highly risky. Processum was founded in 2003 in the intersection between the Örnsköldsvik forest industry complex and Umeå University’s department of chemistry. The establishment of this organization was also supported by the Kempe Foundations, by various Swedish national research agencies and the Ministry of Education. In Processum new businesses with a relation to MoDo’s original technologies are explored in a semi academic environment. The structural dynamics of the forest industry base of the Örnsköldsvik regional economy may be seen like this. To sustain a long term growth rate in pace with the rest of the Swedish economy the local forest industry has had to shift from a dominant base in crude economies of scale to sophisticated and specialist high value production further up the value chain. In that transformation high technology firms such as MoRe and academically based businesses such as Processum will play decisive roles, if they are capable of organizing and staffing themselves properly for the new tasks. It is interesting to note how the ownership dynamics of the local economy has put that whole transformation at risk, but that the commercial actors fortunately have come out as better and more innovative organizational solutions in the end. MoRe represents a market solution to the previous internal R&D activities in MoDo aimed at innovating across the entire value chain of existing production, and horizontally of products related to the existing value chain.



16 Even though the transformation of the forest industry may have been more difficult, the engineering industry, including Hägglunds, is a different story. Engineering has already been in that phase of restructuring for a long time. 3.3.



The Hägglunds story



The second locally important firm in Örnsköldsvik, Hägglunds, was founded in 1899 as joinery, and soon developed into the largest furniture maker in northern Sweden. It began building buses on a T-Ford platform in 1924, then trams and locomotives and (during the Second World War) soon became the largest engineering firm in northern Sweden. Hägglunds even began to build airplanes and military vehicles for the Swedish Defense. The military vehicles soon became the technically advanced and electronically intensive product that not only made Hägglunds successful and well prepared for the new emerging engineering markets, but also “spilled technologies” that formed the foundation for other firm formation. In the late 1960s Hägglunds was a fragmented family firm with a successful industrial past. ASEA acquired Hägglunds in 1972, partly to eliminate a difficult competitor in the railroad vehicle business. It obtained a fragmented but innovative and promising civilian product portfolio that was based on Hägglunds´ military vehicle technology, among them hydraulic engines and cranes for ships. ASEA, being an experienced large industrial operator reorganized and streamlined Hägglunds into several more focused groups, shut down certain activities and integrated some with its own businesses. The development and production of military vehicles for the Swedish Defense continued, and in 1978 Hägglunds won a competition against Volvo to develop a two body military vehicle for the Swedish military. Under ASEA management Hägglunds reorganized and



17 focused its civilian activities on two separate businesses; hydraulic engines and ship cranes, the latter also based on hydraulic technology. Each became successful and globally competitive. After the merger between ASEA and Brown Boveri into ABB in 1988, Hägglunds was placed in a non core business group called “rest ASEA”, including five Hägglund businesses to be dressed up for sale to the highest bidder. Hägglunds was split into three separate divisions (later firms) all located in Örnsköldsvik and fairly successful, that soon became foreign owned. They are: Hägglund Drives, that produces hydraulic engines, is now owned by German Bosch. McGregor Cranes, which is owned by US McGregor/Cargotec Corporation, has outsourced most of its manufacturing to Asia. BAE Systems Hägglunds, which is now owned by British BAE Systems. It is the largest business unit of the original Hägglunds, which develops and manufactures sophisticated military vehicles for sale all over the world. All land vehicle product technology development within global BAE Systems is currently being moved to Örnsköldsvik. The Örnsköldsvik regional economy thus has one leg in basic industry (pulp and paper) and the other in engineering. By standard opinion both count as old and mature, the prospects of which not being regarded as particularly good.



18 3.4.



Other industries



There are however also other industries in Örnsköldsvik, besides the three large divestures from Hägglunds. Bröderna Ekbergs was founded in the 19th century and with time specialized in working with stainless steel and later, from the 1960s on the manufacture of piping and plumbing fittings. The company has not opted for growth and has remained fairly small. Today it is owned by Finnish Outokumpu. In 1974 MoDo Chemetics had been founded (by MoDo and a Canadian partner) to exploit the new oxygen bleaching technology developed by Sture Noréus in the MoDo research laboratory (founded in 1941). MoDo Chemetics was taken over by Norwegian Kvaerner Power in 2004, and was recently acquired by Finnish Metso Power. The Eurocon consulting company was spun off from MoDo Chemetics in 1989. Sekab and Akzo Nobel are other spin offs from MoDo’s research that use cellulose to produce biofuel and thickening for paint, respectively. Fjällräven is an entrepreneurial Örnsköldsvik start up from the early 1960s. It has grown into an internationally successful designer and manufacturer of outdoor equipment and clothing. The company is publicly listed, but the founding family is still the principal owner. Hägges was founded as a bakery in Örnsköldsvik in 1956. The financial base was horse racing winnings by the founder. The bakery soon expanded rapidly into the bread and biscuits market and now delivers to all of Sweden. After a series of ownership changes Hägges is now (since 2010) Danish owned.



19 Contrary to most of northern Sweden, Örnsköldsvik has a history of successful entrepreneurship. In fact it ranks as one of the most entrepreneurial environments in Sweden. Thanks to this and its dual industrial structure (pulp & paper and engineering) the Örnsköldsvik region10 is also one of the most industrially diversified in Sweden. There is thus no problem with lack of local industrial technology and skills supply to turn the region around, a circumstance that foreign owners have been able to profit from.



4. Ownership and stakeholder dynamics in the Örnsköldsvik regional economy – Tentative conclusions In the last few decades business owners who trade in intangible assets on the basis of bold and sometimes misconceived strategies have dominated the experimental dynamics of the Örnsköldsvik economy. Both today and in the past foreign industrial technology, entrepreneurship and ownership have contributed to the Örnsköldsvik industrial district. While the foreign contributors of history came and established permanently as individuals and even became Swedish citizens, the foreign actors of today are engaged in a more abstract commercial game, engineered through trade in Swedish industrial assets in the M & A markets. Their current permanence in Örnsköldsvik is therefore not guaranteed to the same extent. Both in the past and today, however, they succeeded in managing Swedish resources profitably and sustainably where the Swedes had failed.



10



According to the geographical grouping of Sweden into functional regions for industrial analysis (FA regions) by ITPS (now Tillväxtverket). See Regionernas Tillstånd 2001, Stockholm ITPS 2005:83.



20 Local availability of work and engineering skills, so far, has convinced BAE Systems management to keep and expand both the R&D and manufacturing of Hägglunds in Örnsköldsvik. The nature of its business, however, makes its future presence hinge on Swedish government procurement of sophisticated military vehicles. Similarly again, for the large Husum plant acquired by M - real. Due to large physical investments by MoDo in the past, and its size, Husum’s physical presence in the Örnsköldsvik industrial district is more or less guaranteed. Not being easy to relocate physically, however, does not help if continuous modernization, requiring large investments, is neglected, and if decision makers in the CHQ in Helsinki change their priorities. To salvage what was left of MoDo technology, after the ownership circus, two concerned parties entered as stake holders; the founders of MoRe and the Kempe Foundations. Together this made the realization of MoRe possible. MoRe is an interesting player, but still a small player even in the Örnsköldsvik economy. Its importance for Örnsköldsvik at large and in the long run depends on its technology contributions to the forest industry of the region. What was to blame for the failed high risk attempt to create a third private forest industry group; a misconceived strategy, bad luck, too many stake holders or anxious and perhaps even intriguing banks? Key to successful long term organizational change and industrial growth is always a combination of ownership competence and bold strategic experiments that require extensive trades in difficult to evaluate knowledge assets. In an experimentally organized economy some of these experiments are liable to fail, and if there are too few attempts and/or too narrow an industrial competence base, entire regions may be at peril. Such



21 reorganizations, furthermore, also affect the interests of other parties (stake holders), who want to be involved in the decision process, often perceived by the owners to be at their expense. The most important other stake holder is the local community at large: Örnsköldsvik and its citizens. In the experimental setting of our analysis too many circumstances are involved for any party to have more than a fragmentary control of the outcome, even if that party would have been authorized to make all decisions. Too many parties to the decision might also subvert even the best strategy. At the personal, individual and political levels the voices of other stake holders than the owners have been suppressed. Jobs have disappeared, or been moved abroad. Stakeholders such as employees and local politicians therefore may not like foreign owners as much as Swedish owners. Politicians often regard Swedish owners as more controllable and/or sharing similar long term communal priorities that may sometimes even run counter to their own business interests. But if domestic owners and business managers are not capable of managing the assets competently and profitably the long term interests of the local community will still be best served by a foreign and more competent owner with adequate financial resources. Then the local and Swedish policy concerns should be to make these owners sufficiently happy to find it in their economic interest to continue operations in Sweden. An abundant local supply of industrial technology and skills will thus not help the regional economy if the local commercialization competence to manage the transformation is lacking. And we have identified the lack of industrially competent finance as a particularly weak link in the commercialization sequence. In a small local economy commercialization



22 competence is likely to be lacking because the supply of innovative new technology is much broader than the local experience based commercialization competence. But why have foreign rather than other Swedish owners taken over? A gradual decline of Swedish large business management competence over the last couple of decades, relative to that of other countries to manage the transformation of large business organizations in increasingly competitive global markets may be part of the explanation. A badly functioning supply of industrially competent Swedish sources of venture finance may have deprived new firm formation of the support needed to fill in where big business was failing. The serious industrial question therefore is: Is the Örnsköldsvik industrial district about to be reduced to a sophisticated engineering and technology supplier under global commercial management? On this we are inclined to believe that foreign owners and managers have so far saved the sophisticated parts of Hägglunds for Sweden. This, however and unfortunately, may mirror a more general Swedish problem, the origin of which is to be found in an insufficient entrepreneurial climate and commercialization competence to support a massive industrial transformation of entire regions. Since such transformations will become more common in the future than they have been in the past this insufficiency represents more than a minor policy problem. For the time being foreign owners have entered at least temporarily, and on their commercial terms, to save the situation in Örnsköldsvik.
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25 Table A. The four mechanisms of Schumpeterian creative destruction and economic growth



1.



Innovative entry enforces (through competition)



2.



Reorganization



3.



Rationalization or



4.



Exit (shut down)



Source: “Företagens, institutionernas och marknadernas roll i Sverige”, Appendix 6 in A. Lindbeck (ed.), Nya villkor för ekonomi och politik (SOU 1993:16) and G. Eliasson (1996). Firm Objectives, Controls and Organization – the use of information and the transfer of knowledge within the firm. Boston/Dordrecht/London: Kluwer Academic Publishers, p. 45.



Table B. Actors in the competence bloc



1.



Competent and active customers Technology Supply



2.



Innovators who integrate technologies in new ways Commercialization of Technology



3.



Entrepreneurs who identify profitable innovations



4.



Competent venture capitalists who recognize and finance the entrepreneurs



5.



Exit markets that facilitate ownership change



6.



Industrialists who take successful innovations to industrial scale production



Source: G. Eliasson - Å. Eliasson, 1996. The Biotechnological Competence Bloc, Revue d’Economie Industrielle, 78-4, Trimestre.
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